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Wilfa's PERFORMANCE is not just a new coffee maker -
it is a coffee maker developed from the ground up, with
many smart features - to give you the best coffee!

PERFORMANCE
Performance is developed in Norway - the result is a coffee maker that recreates and develops the Nordic coffee
tradition, and where every detail is so carefully thought out that you'll wonder why no one thought of it before.

Perfect temperature
With Performance, coffee is brewed at the most optimal water temperature throughout the brewing process. There are
several success factors needed to brew perfect coffee, and the right temperature is one of them. Unlike most other
coffee brewers, Performance maintains the right temperature of 92-96ºC - from the first drop to the last.

Unique technology
The water pump drains all the water in the brewer with every brew, ensuring you always brew coffee on fresh, oxygen-
rich, clean water.

Removable water container - always clean water
Good coffee starts with clean, fresh water. Wilfa Performance has therefore been equipped with a removable water
container that is easy to refill and just as easy to clean. Dose your freshly ground beans in proportion to the amount of
water indicated on the water container, and enjoy perfectly brewed coffee. Every time.

Approved by the European Coffee Brewing Centre
Performance is approved by the ECBC, which sets requirements for water temperature and contact time, among other
things. To get the maximum flavours and aromas from your coffee, it is imperative that the coffee maker operates at
the correct water temperature from the start. At the same time, it is important that the water does not take too short or
too long to flow through the coffee powder. With small deviations here, you'll quickly end up with either sour or bitter
coffee.

Flow control
With the adjustable flow control, you can easily set and control the contact time between the water and the coffee by
adjusting how fast the water flows through the filter holder. This allows you to easily brew
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a single cup of coffee with the same results as if you had brewed a full pot.

Even distribution
All the flavours of your coffee will be fully exploited with the unique diffuser head that spreads the water evenly over the
coffee.

Cleaning indicator
The coffee brewer reminds you when it's time to clean. When the light on the start/stop button begins to pulsate slowly,
the coffee maker indicates that cleaning is recommended.

Tip
Good coffee should not be the privilege of a few! To get a really good coffee, the relationship between good coffee and
precise brewing is the secret. Therefore, remember to weigh freshly ground coffee and to always use fresh, cold and
oxygen-rich water.

Highlights

    •  1800W
    •  1.25 litre removable water tank
    •  Precision heating system
    •  Instant optimal brewing temperature 92ºC
    •  Flow control for perfect extraction regardless of brewing volume
    •  European Coffee Brewing Centre approved
    •  5 year warranty
    •  Model name: WSPL-3B

Specifikation

Produktegenskaper

EAN: 7044876022639

Tillverkarens nummer 602263

Vikt 3.59 kilograms
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